For Immediate Release

SCLogic Premieres Facilities Workflow Platform at IFMA’s World Workplace 2017
Conference & Expo
ANNAPOLIS, MD October 11, 2017 — SCLogic, a leading provider of campus logistics systems, announced
they will be officially releasing their innovative workflow platform software at this year’s IFMA World Workplace
Conference & Expo in Houston, Texas, October 18-20, 2017.
Intra Enterprise™ provides organizations across industries with a centralized data platform where facilities
managers can plan, execute, and measure the flow of assets, workplace requests, tasks, workspaces, files,
mail, parcels, and people as they enter and move through their facility. The platform’s powerful analytics
capabilities transforms the captured data into any number of practical reports, helping facilities managers
illustrate how they are improving not only their own department, but also supporting companywide initiatives
such as increasing business service transparency, making better use of valuable resources, improving SLA
standards, addressing demands for environmental sustainability, and bringing meaningful metrics to the
enterprise stack.
The IFMA World Workplace Conference & Expo is the ideal venue to unveil this offering as they are well
known for providing facility management professionals with the knowledge and programs necessary to run a
top-notch facility. In keeping with this tradition, SCLogic is pleased to say that the introduction of Intra’s
facilities workflow platform will allow facility decision makers to:
-

Streamline workflows
Automate and manage workplace requests
Create and display in-app analytics to measure utilization, SLA’s, and performance
Close the accountability gap with concrete data points
Conform to compliance regulations with role-based access, permissions, and security

To learn more, visit SCLogic’s booth #1338.
About IFMA
Founded in 1980, IFMA is the world's largest and most widely recognized international association for facility
management professionals, supporting 24,000 members in more than 100 countries. IFMA’s annual World
Workplace Conference is the original, most all-encompassing learning and networking event on facilities and
how to manage them.
About SCLogic
Founded in 1996, SCLogic is a leading provider of innovative facilities workflow platform software that
leverages the latest scanning, printing, mobile computing and wireless technologies. The company has
thousands of enterprise, government, and university users around the world. SCLogic, is headquartered in
Annapolis, MD, with offices in New Jersey, Texas, Florida, Virginia, and California. For more information about
SCLogic, please visit http://www.SCLogic.com.
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